
Section 3 - Urban form

So far components have been described that constitute the basis of the

process  for  settling and elaborating a  more complex  urban fabric

namely the dwelling sites for the social groups at elementary levels and

their ancillary spaces for work, prayer and interactive trade. Among the

first notions stemming from this description are that even very simple

clusters have a mosque;   and that, in a rural context, there is a clear

space differentiation between the dwelling spaces of homogeneous tribal

groups and the   markets. The location of places of polity, independently of

the complexity of the settlement, does not seem to occupy  a primary role

in the structuring of the  basic urban fabric, and although associated

with the settlement core  it seems to follow trends primarily determined by

the association  of market and  mosque and the people generated by their

functional necessities.

We have seen that towns shelter heterogeneous groups and that,

although market places are not necessarily towns, or near them, almost

all built form deserving the name of town (madina ) has a market place.36

The status of hijra/ haram invites conditions for the establishment of

non-tribal or detribalized groups  and for the co-existence of different

tribal origins. In this way  major towns are  also hijra or haram places.

The result  is that the diminishing   difference  between tribal ancestries

and serving groups contributes to the creation of a new social order,

namely  the  emergence of a specific urban class, where  claims to

illustrious ascendancy  may  in themselves  facilitate prestigious roles but

are not the necessary or exclusive condition for economical and social

welfare.

In 1970 the major cities were also the capitals of  governorates, and

their estimated populations  were in two groups: the three  capitals of the

Sana'a, Hodeida and  Taiz triangle (120,000, 90,000 and  80,000 people,

respectively) and the six peripheral capitals of Ibb, Hajja, Sa'da, Rada' and

Al Baydha with  average populations  of 30,000. By 1986 the

administrative divisions had been revised and new governorates created.

The population of Sana'a had by then increased   in round numbers to

430,000, Taiz, to 180,000, followed closely by Hodeida with 160,000. Ibb

and Dhamar were almost  50,000;  Sa'da,  Al Baydha and Hajja, were

between 12,000 and 16,000 people.37
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36 The exceptions to this were found in towns that, because of their strategic position were,  in times
of resistance, the seat or refuge  of the imam,  as is the case of Shahara and Kawkaban.  
37See YARSYB:72 to 88. These figures should be taken only as indicators.



3.1 - Street space

Regardless of  size, settlements appear, from  outside,  formally restrained

and discreetly integrated  in their natural setting. Yet once one enters even

small villages  the sensation is  that of a  scale only  found,  in the writer's

experience, in much larger urban concentrations.  This is in consequence

of  such intrinsic characteristics of the buildings as their  size and scale in

relation to the thoroughfares; and to the uniformity of a social structure

having no wide economic extremities.  Consequently  there  is  not the

large gap, often found elsewhere, between buildings  erected by the very

rich  as symbols of power  for themselves or for the religious

establishment,  and the modest dwellings of their subjects.  In Yemen the

settlements are formed by houses of  almost identical quality  resulting

from the individual effort of the owner  supported by  help from his family,

friends and local craftsmen. The development of architecture as large

structures is not, unlike other cultures, necessarily linked to that of large

towns.

This contributes to the feeling inherent even  to relatively small

settlements, that "urban atmosphere"  is created by the relationship

between the volumes of the buildings and the thoroughfares serving them.

Small village streets may, thus,  not differ much  from  those of the

quarters of large towns. The  "urban" value of their form   is owed,  first of

all,  to the visual impact  of the  height  of the  buildings  but also  to such

features  as  connections between houses bridging over the  streets,

occasional widenings that punctuate labyrinthine paths, and so on.  

The ground of most village streets  is exposed rock or dirt but stone slabs

used for paving are still  seen in a few towns, such as Thula, Manakha or

Ibb  in the stone construction  regions. In most cases, however, they have

deteriorated   and are covered by  earth and dust. 

Although the street is not in itself the object of particular consideration -

and the last twenty years have dramatically emphasized the negative

aspect of this - it is nevertheless the space  onto which the houses face

and  from which their often elaborate facades can be enjoyed. It is also

the space  regularly used for the  dances and processions of   such

important events  as  marriages and funerals; and it  often constitutes the

only major element of   open space relative to   the dwellings.  There,

women sit and talk, on  the doorstep of their houses, smoking a waterpipe

with their women neighbours  and at the same time watching over  their

children playing nearby. 
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3.2 - Neighbourhoods

In the small settlements, by the very nature of their social composition,

the principle of inter-aid is inherent to the community, by which  all of its

members are bound to participate in any aspect of public welfare, ranging

from the construction or repair of terraces to the erection of a school,

mosque or other community  facilities. At a more personal  level  help is

extended to  the construction of individual houses or  by offering succour

to those afflicted by disaster or misfortune.  This partly explains why,

even in the  very low  cash economy level  of pre-revolutionary Yemen,

abject poverty was virtually non existent.

In towns the equivalent institution is the quarter or neighbourhood

(hara).38 Towns are divided into  quarters which may have common  tribal

or ethnic characteristics.  Some of these could be confined by walls as, for

instance, the Jewish quarters of Sana'a and Dhamar.  In some cases  this

suggests successive extensions of the city wall to enclose the various

clusters as they developed.  

Dostal39 says that neighbourhoods  may consist of "family groups that

are not descended from a common ancestor  and are largely not even

related to each other". Yet their main characteristic is the obligation of

mutual support in such cases of  need or  contributing to the costs of

marriages or funerals. Each neighbourhood has a headman - 'aqil , the

same name that may be given to some village leaders - who is in charge of

all  the affairs of his area and receives and distributes the monies for the

various uses  already  mentioned. Neighbourhoods  usually  have at least

one mosque, with  which they may share the name, and  common facilities

such as  schools for the children of the quarter.

The right of residence in a neighbourhood is acquired by birth and in

many cases moving out of it requires  permission from the 'aqil .40 The

arrival  of a stranger in  a neighbourhood could  be the same  as in a

village of the tribal areas: one needed to be in the company of a resident to

be able to circulate within  it. In the larger towns this control  slackened or

totally disappeared during  the years following  the Revolution. 

With the rapid expansion of major towns in post-Revolution years, new
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38In Thula the name used for a neighbourhood is qaryia; in other places - Tawila, Ibb - the word is
bayt, both instances being evocative of a certain type of progressive development by association of
various groups with different origins.
39Dostal:88, p 362.
40In Sana'a this no longer applies: one is free to leave the neighbourhood and, more recently, also to
move in.



areas were created.   Nominally  they are  neighbourhoods, but without

the same privileges and obligations and the consequent notion of physical

and social identity. A common feeling  frequently verified by the writer was

that of alienation from  the social environment in which the residents of

the new areas found themselves. The extended distance from the  original

abodes  of  friends or family made it all the more acute.  As a

consequence   it was commented that qat chewing was the only way to

maintain social  links  since it provided  the pretext to go across the  town

for visiting.

3.3 - Infrastructure services

WATER SUPPLY

Other than the  water supply works mentioned in  chapter 1, there is  no

domestic water supply network  in traditional Yemeni settlements.  Water

for domestic consumption relied,  at best, on public and private wells and

at worst on  open cisterns. Houses having their own  supply   often had a

covered well at the ground level and a  vertical shaft the height of the

building  to serve the kitchens on the upper floors.

In 1972, reportedly 83 % of the houses in the whole country were

without  well water or  a piped  supply.41 In the  rural areas women

carried water by hand, sometimes from quite a distance and with the

aggravation of the settlement  usually  being uphill from the source. 

In  urban areas  water was distributed by water sellers that went from

door  to door on foot or with carts. Early in the seventies drinking water

peddlers with their water skins and tin cups were still  a common  sight.

The first  installations of piped water reflected the ad hoc approach

towards  meeting  needs  by the most expeditious means available. Water

pipes were  invariably laid , in buildings  as in thoroughfares, utilizing the

simple principle of the shortest distance between two points, regardless of

whatever features were in the way. In some cases the result took on a

peculiar, almost sculptural  form,   but generally  it  amounted  to  clutter

in  narrow passages  and an odd contrast with the traditional textures of

the built environment. 

The public water supply system that emerged after the revolution  consists

of reservoirs located at high points  in  or near settlements, as at Sana'a,

where the water  is pumped  up from wells. It is distributed from the

reservoirs  to a domestic  network, and stored in tanks on the roofs of the
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houses. Since  the supply has proved  intermittent, a feeder sometimes

exists  at  ground level  from which water  is regularly pumped  up to the

roof tank.  

Originally, these  roof tanks were cubical galvanized iron of simple local

manufacture  but  mass produced tanks, in other  shapes and materials,

such as fibreglass spheres, have now appeared. Some of these have been

decorated  with painted motifs and  suggest the possibility of a  new

feature  in the  roofscape  of some towns. 

Traditionally water for domestic consumption was stored in  masonry

tanks or  earthenware jars42 in the kitchen, bathrooms  and occasionally

in  small rooms especially designated  for the purpose. Water was used

sparingly and  re-cycled in various ways. For instance, water that was

considered unfit to drink or for cooking, having become stale in the

containers, would be used for washing kitchenware and clothes; the water

from washing the body could be  re-used in the toilet and so on. Once

piped water was introduced, its use and consumption changed from  being

sparing to wasteful. The water supply of towns is  at  a critical point, as it

will be seen in Part 2. 
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function.  



WASTE DISPOSAL

Waste disposal was, in the pre-revolution, pre-industrial culture of North

Yemen, part of a  well established closed cycle. Organic waste - virtually

the only waste to be accounted for - was re-utilized as fuel and fertilizer.

Local household products could be  easily assimilated into a production

and re-cycling circuit. Liquid waste was literally non existent;  the small

amounts of water utilized and  domestic methods of disposal took  care of

this.  Kitchen waste was absorbed by scavengers - dogs or birds - and the

cleanness of public spaces was the community's responsibility supervised

by the shaykh or village leader. Once a municipal structure had been  set

up by   the Turks  during  the second occupation, street cleaning became

its responsibility  in the main urban centres.  This  task was done  by

members of  socially underprivileged groups, such as the  akhdam (who

still did so as recently as 1990) and occasionally the Jews. Washing the

streets, however, seems to have been left to  the action of the rain.

Dogs, inspite of being considered unclean  by Muslims  and the object

of evident aversion by the population, probably because of  their

scavenging function, were also the neighbourhood night guards,  warning

and preventing the passage of strangers. In Sana'a, a  campaign of dog

extermination in the mid 'seventies terminated their use for  both

functions. 

Thus, it was true that streets could be made of dirt and look neglected but

dirty they were not,  as  the writer was well able  to observe throughout

the country, during   fieldwork in the early 'seventies43.  Since then, there

has been a massive introduction of canned food and  bottled beverages

together with  a wide variety of plastic consumer goods, from shoes to

bags and wrappings.  Similarly the introduction of piped water supply

without an equivalent disposal system has caused both the direct

discharge of  increased  amounts of waste water directly on the street or

the overflow of cesspools.  This has completely wrecked  the balanced

system of use and re-cycling that had  been  adequate for  even the largest

towns, when a town of  50,000 people  was  a large one.
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43A century before,Joseph Halévy  had considered Sana'a "the most beautiful and cleanest town in
Arabia, with streets that were wide, straight and usually paved".See Bidwell:83, p 112.
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